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Applicable Specialty or Discipline  

 General Medicine, Emergency Medicine 

 Project Period 

Start date:  Nov 2020             

Completed date: Jun 2021 

Aim(s) 

To provide definitive inpatient care for General Medicine patients waiting in the 

Accidents & Emergency (A&E) by providing right siting of care, reducing length of 

stay, cost savings and early discharge.  

Background   

See poster appended/ below 

Methods 

See poster appended/ below 

Results  

 See poster appended/ below 

Lessons Learnt  

It is not easy to effect change and as people need time to adapt to change gradually 

and in stages. All the consultants are rotated through A&E so that everyone has the 

opportunity to experience the joy of serving our patients. This meaningful service 

should have been started earlier, and the survey, if repeated now, will yield a different 

result. 

Conclusion  

It is never easy to start something new, especially when it involves stretching our 

already scarce resources. However, in the spirit of providing better service to our 
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patients, we need to step forward to start the change even though the support may 

be weak in the beginning. 

Additional Information  

Since 2022, all the specialties within the umbrella of General Medicine and the Stroke 

unit have started reviewing their patients in A&E. Geriatric Medicine will soon do the 

same too. By 2023, we will start a Medical Unit in A&E, where it will be staffed by 

inpatient team of doctors, nurses and allied health and providing 24/7 services. 

Project Category  

Care & Process Redesign 

Quality Improvement, Job Effectiveness, Access to Care, Valued Based Care 

Keywords 

 In-patient Definitive Care (IDC) in A&E, Early Medical Review, Early Discharges, 

Admission Avoidance     
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Early review and intervention of General Medicine Patients in 
Emergency Department of KTPH

Background & Aims

In KTPH, definitive inpatient care starts upon patients’ arrival to

the wards. Due to bed crunch, there were many patients,

including General Medicine patients, waiting in the Emergency

Department (A&E) - for hours, to days. This project involves

sending a medical team to A&E to provide definitive inpatient

care to this group of patients. The aim of this project includes

early discharges, right siting of care, reduced length of stay and

cost savings.

Methodology

Results & Project Impact

Conclusion

Sustainability & Follow-Up

The Average Length of Stay (ALOS) was taken as the median length of stay of General

Medicine cases to avoid being skewed by the outliers, who stayed for extremely long time in

the hospital. Pre-CPIP (Clinical Practice Improvement Programme) data was obtained from the

hospital record. The post-CPIP ALOS was the median length of stay of patients who had early

review. When a patient was discharged instead of being admitted, the LOS became 0. The

improvement in ALOS is about 1 day (from about 6 days to about 5 days).

The waiting time for Inpatient Definitive Care (IDC) starts when the A&E consult ended. The

post-CPIP wait time for IDC is the time the patient waited before being reviewed by the Medical

team in A&E. The pre-CPIP wait time for IDC is taken as two hours after ward arrival of the

same patient.

The differences between pre-CPIP ALOS and post-CPIP ALOS is the bed hours saved per

patient.

The gross cost saving is the result of bed day saved per patient multiplied by total number of

patients reviewed, multiplied by $650.00, which is the average hospital bill per day.

In May and June 2021, the number of patient with early review were higher than the total

number of patient who waited for 10 hours or more because we started reviewing patient who

waited less than 10 hours and some of these patients found inpatient bed or were being

decanted to other hospital before the 10 hours was up.

Of all the patients who received early review, about 40% have significant change to their

management which included: admission avoidance, change in their disposition, early

investigation, treatment and referrals.

Since 2022, all the specialties within the umbrella of General Medicine and the Stroke unit have started reviewing their patients in A&E.

Geriatric Medicine will soon do the same too. By 2023, We will start a Medical Unit in A&E, where it will be staffed by inpatient team of

doctors, nurses and allied health and providing 24/7 services.

Early review of patients who are lodging in A&E yields many benefits. It is sustainable and should be continued and improve upon.
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